Vision
NASCLA is a leader in promoting excellence in the construction industry through premier publications, uniform examinations and model laws that help to streamline licensing and lower barriers.

Mission
NASCLA promotes best practices and license uniformity for agencies that regulate the construction industry.

Values
Collaboration
Information Exchange
Honesty in All Matters
Strong Focus on Goal Achievement
Ingenuity and Invention
Member Engagement

Key Differentiators
Unique Membership
Networking Opportunities
Depth of commitment and knowledge of the industry
Services & Resources
Clearinghouse of Information
Collaboration

Strategic Focus Areas and Objectives

I. Examination and Licensure Comity:
Reduce barriers between jurisdictions to allow greater licensee mobility

II. Membership:
Expand membership licensing categories globally and modify travel policy

III. Outreach:
Cultivate stakeholders to utilize NASCLA’s quality programs, training and educational resources

IV. Technology:
Establish a secure electronic platform to deliver NASCLA publications and information

2017 – 2019 Priorities

Licensing efficiency and streamlining of reciprocity
(Assigned to NASCLA Model Legislation Committee)

Develop a travel policy to fund travel expenses for delegates to attend conferences and to fund Executive Directors to meetings especially for them
(Assigned to NASCLA Executive Committee and Staff)

Develop an outreach method to address skilled workforce training
(Assigned to NASCLA Contractors Committees)

Establish a technology plan to address concerns with: Publications; Examinations; Licensing Process; Security; Copyright; Mobility
(Assigned to NASCLA Technology Committee)
**NASCLA History**

Founded in 1962, the National Association of State Contractors Licensing Agencies (NASCLA) is a nonprofit organization whose purpose is to promote best practices and license uniformity for agencies that regulate the construction industry.

By upholding dedication to the assistance of contractor licensing and enforcement agencies, trade associations, and members of the construction industry, NASCLA serves as a vital resource for its members and the contracting community.

**NASCLA’s Goals**

**Goal 1:**
Support best practices in the construction industry that promote quality standards and public safety, mutual interests and regulation of business practices. Pertinent information to be made available to NASCLA members via educational seminars and informative publications.

**Goal 2:**
Streamline contractor licensing process by (i) acquiring more states who accept the NASCLA Accredited Examination Program and (ii) reducing licensing barriers.

**NASCLA Performance Measures:**
1. Quality of Information (completeness, accuracy, ease of use)
2. The number of states adopting NASCLA’s uniform exams
3. Reduced number of licensing barriers
4. Uniform testing procedures
5. Manageable financial requirements
6. Increase in the use of uniform license classifications
7. Lower costs of the licensing process and lower fees for contractors

**NASCLA Committee Structure**

The NASCLA Committees have been realigned to more closely correspond to NASCLA’s mission, vision and goals statements and the NASCLA Board of Directors’ priorities.

**Board Committees:**
1. Executive Committee
2. Accredited Examination Program Committee
3. Contractors Committee
4. Model Legislation Committee
5. Technology Committee

**Board Task Force:**
1. Program Task Force
2. Membership Task Force
3. Publications Task Force